
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

I Didn’t Forget Mother’s Day 

Homemade MOM Pillow Tutorial 
 

Materials: 
*Pillow –  12” x 22” used in this tutorial 

Contrasting Fabric – 14” x 48” for the pillow 
case + one fat qtr. for the letters 
Lite Steam-A-Seam 2 ABC~123 
Clips or Pins -  Scissors -  Iron 

 

Cut the fabric for your pillow case  
Hem both ends using a ½” fold  
Center the ends overlapping in 
the center 
Seam both sides using a ½” seam 
allowance 
Turn right side out  

Note: Using a different size pillow? Simply double either the width or length + 4” and add 
2” to the remaining measurement to determine your fabric requirement – this also 
determines whether you will have a vertical or horizontal opening 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

I Didn’t Forget Mother’s Day 

Homemade MOM Pillow Tutorial 
 

Fuse Your Phrase! 
We simply used M heart M but you should get creative!  Consider a special quote or save her place on the 

couch with “Mom’s Spot!” or just I love you Mom – This part is all on you! 
No pressure but the more personal it is – the more special it will be! 

 

 
From your ABC-123 Sheet pack select the sheets with 
the letters needed to personalize your MOM pillow.  
Leaving at least ¼” space around the traced lines of 
each letter and shape cut out all the letters you will 
need.  We cut out two capital M’s and the heart from 
the shapes page. 

Remove the plain paper 
liner exposing the sticky 
fusible web.  Stick the 

letters to the wrong side of 
fabric finger pressing firmly. 

 
Cut out the letters and 

shapes on the outer most 
lines for the bold font or 

the inner lines for the 
regular font. 

 
Remove the paper 

lining.  Crimp (pinch) a 
corner towards the 

paper to get it started if 
needed. 

 

 
Position the letters and 

shapes – they will stick again 
and again so go ahead and 
put the pillow into the case 

to check placement. 

 

 
Once your letters and shapes are perfectly placed it’s time to 
make this permanent!  Set your iron for the temperature of 

the fabric you’re using and make sure it has water (fabric 
permitting – a dry iron works too).  Using a press cloth lift 

and place the iron over all areas for at least 30 seconds using 
steam longer for thicker fabrics like denim or dry iron. 

 

So cute and with plenty of time to spare!  Mom will be so 
happy you remembered her special day with a homemade 
cozy pillow keepsake!   You even have time to help your 
daughter make you one! 

 

Happy Mother’s Day! 
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